
We want to be the seed of 
"Azumashii" for everyone.

The word "azumashii" is a dialect
It is a dialect used mainly in Hokkaido and Aomori.

It means "pleasant" or "comfortable".

We want to be a "seed" that delivers 
"pleasant" and "comfortable" to everyone. 

We want to spread "Azumashii" throughout the world.

This company was born with this in mind.
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Many of the detergents and cleaning agents 

we use on a daily basis contain petroleum compounds and chemicals.

Most of the pollution in rivers and oceans is caused by domestic wastewater from households.

In the world, 90% of domestic wastewater is discharged untreated, mainly in developing countries.

Polluting the water will eventually introduce pollutants into our bodies.

Enzymes are a type of protein.It is the material from 
which the body of an organism is made.
They are essential for living organisms to survive.

One enzyme can only work on one substance.

AZspread is designed to work efficiently by adjusting 
the ratio of enzymes for each application.

Our products are made from plant-derived raw materials 

and are friendly to both people and the environment.

It breaks down and removes stains and odors without scrubbing, 

making it gentle on the skin and easy to clean.

Furthermore, just by using it, you can clean up sludge in drains 

and pipes, and clean up rivers and oceans beyond.

We believe that if we all use our products together, 

we can make the global environment "azumashii" in the future.

The only ingredients are natural enzymes 
and water.

The AZspread series is made exclusively from plant-derived enzyme groups 

and deep sea water from the Sea of Japan, developed by an 

industry-academia-government project team that includes Shinshu University.

The ingredients are plant-derived enzyme groups 

Both dirt and odors are decomposed into carbon dioxide 

gas and water, making it friendly to both people and the environment.

extracted from papaya and coconut, so they 
are safe to use.

carbohydrates, fats, ammonia, and proteins.

The main components of dirt and odor are



Products

People-friendly and Earth-friendly

Many compounds are contained in the things around us.
Even things that touch the skin or are put in the mouth are no exception.
As I myself have suffered from itching and eczema of unknown 
cause as I have gotten older, I have become more and more aware 
of those compounds. That is when I came across this bath salt.
Its bath salts are made from a group of plant-derived enzymes 
and are made entirely from natural ingredients.

It's not something that you use once and immediately 
feel the benefits. It is not something that resonates with everyone.
However, after using and seeing the product myself, 
I strongly felt that there are people who definitely need this product.

This product is also environmentally friendly, but nature is not the only environment that surrounds people.
In order to change this world into a more comfortable one, we value the "people" involved, 
both inside and outside the company, and will continue to make tireless efforts to be an "Azumashii" 
company for everyone.
We will strive to be involved with many people, to sow the seeds of a comfortable world together, 
and to make many flowers bloom.We will also strive to sow many new seeds.

AZseed Japan Inc.　　Representative Director Kahoko Kinoshita

●raw materials
Natural plant enzymes
 (papain, lipase, protease, cellulase, etc.) 
Water peculiar to the Sea of Japan
●No fragrances, preservatives, 
synthetic surfactants, fluorescent dye
compounds, and petroleum-based 
raw materials are not used.

AZspread Series

AZspread Deodorant – no scent no smell
500ml/1L/4L / 20L

AZspread Cleaning 
- wipe with only natural enzymes
500ml/1L/4L / 20L

AZspread natural enzyme water for bath
～ ofuro ni ireru～
500ml/1L/4L / 20L
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Company Name　　　AZseed Japan Inc.

Head Office Location      3-4-21 Kokubun-cho, Aoba-ku, 

                                        Sendai City, Miyagi Prefecture

                                        mail: info@azseedjapan.co.jp

Establishment　　　  April 27, 2021

representative　　      Representative Director: Kahoko Kinoshita

Our Business                 Planning and sales of daily necessities and 

                                       cosmetics made from natural materials

                                       Planning and development of businesses and 

                                       products derived from the company's products

Main Products　　      Natural Enzymes Daily Products

                                       Detergent/ For bathing

                                       Detergent/ for cleaning and commercial grease traps

                                       deodorant

HP　　　　　   　https://azseedjapan.co.jp
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